The chronometric redshift-distance relationz = tan2(½ip), where p is the distance in radians in the Einstein metric, is derived by an elementary geometric analysis comparable to that in traditional analysis of the expanding universe model. The differential dtf of Einstein time evolution Tt through time t, as applied to the local Minkowski coordinates x,,, takes the form sec2('/2t). At the point of observation t = p, implying that for a sufficiently localized source, observed wave lengths are a factor of sec2(Y2p) greater than the corresponding emitted wave lengths.
The Einstein universe (1), which was temporally homogeneous (or "static"), fell into disfavor as a model for the large-scale universe because it appeared not to explain the cosmic redshift discovered by Slipher (2) , along the lines of its early intuitive perception as a Doppler effect. But the temporally inhomogeneous (or "dynamic") Lorentzian manifolds proposed by de Sitter, Friedman, and Lemaltre were interpretable as implicative of a Doppler spectral shift. Einstein originally strongly disputed the physical relevance of such models, which abandon the law of the conservation of energy as a well-defined cosmic principle, while granting their mathematical propriety (see, e.g., refs. 3 and 4) . However, by the late 1920s, the unresolved question of the physical nature of the cosmic redshift had attained a high priority. When Hubble (5) reported the observation of an approximate local linear redshift-distance relation, as predicted by generic Doppler models of the redshift, Einstein accepted their physical tenability (see, e.g., ref. 6 ). On the other hand, Hubble repeatedly expressed reservations about the Doppler nature of the redshifts (see, e.g., refs. 7 and 8).
Radio astronomy led to the observation of quasars in the later 1960s (9) (10) (11) ness of the cosmic shift. Its observable predictions have been consistent with objective and equitable observations on quasars, galaxies, and superluminal sources, without evolution (see, e.g., refs. 14-25). In contrast, persistent deviations of Friedman-Lemaitre predictions from observation, irrespective of adjustments to the values of the two cosmological parameters, have required exculpation by whole adjustable functions representing luminosity and/or density evolution. Such evolution eliminates in principle the positive as well as the negative predictive capacity of the Doppler theory at higher redshifts. It has now been adduced not only for quasars but also for galaxies at low redshifts by Saunders et al. (26) and confirmed by statistical analysis of a modelindependent sample of more than 2500 galaxies at even lower redshifts (27) .
The rigorous theoretical derivation of the chronometric redshift-distance relation (28) involves the unitary representation of the conformal group on the Hilbert space of normalizable solutions of Maxwell's equations. The traditional derivation of the redshift-distance relation in Doppler theories involves only elementary geometrical optics. The comparative sophistication of the chronometric derivation has apparently obscured the conceptual simplicity of the theory. I present here an elementary geometrical derivation of the chronometric relation, on the basis of the unicity of the covariant imbedding of Minkowski space into the Einstein universe.
Causal Symmetries of Space-Times
One-to-one causality-preserving (or conformal) transformations of Minkowski space M onto itself are necessarily products of a Poincare transformation by a dilatation (29) . There is thus an 11-dimensional group P of such "causal" transformations, one dimension more than that of the isometry group ofM-i.e., the Poincare group Po itself. In the case of the Einstein universe E, there is a much greater disparity in dimension between the isometry group K and the group G of all causal symmetries, the dimension of the former being 7 and that of the latter being 15 . These causal symmetries act smoothly and globally on E. The 8 extra dimensions can be correlated with a 7-parameter family of Poincare transformations-namely, the 4 spatio-temporal translations and the 3 Lorentz boosts-and scaling. More specifically, M can be imbedded in E in such a way that its causal symmetries extend uniquely to global causal symmetries on E. In precise terms, this is the content of the THEOREM 1. There is a unique imbedding ofM into E that (i) maps a given point 0 ofM into a given point O' ofE and (ii) preserves causality (i.e., the relation of temporal precedence) and (iii) such thatfor every causal symmetry g ofM, there is a unique causal symmetry g' ofE that coincides with g on M.
For the existence part of this theorem, cf. lemma 2.1.3 of ref. 30 
The Chronometric Principle
Chronometric redshift theory is based on the premise that on the scale of discrete extragalactic sources, the universe is as originally proposed by Einstein and, in particular, is temporally homogeneous relative to Einstein time evolution. The infinitesimal generator thereof is correspondingly conserved, and it is presumed to represent the physical driving hamiltonian. Various theoretical considerations regarding the physics of extreme distances, both large and small, are suggestive of this proposal (see, e.g., refs. 31-39). Now a free photon may be equivalently represented by a Maxwell wave function in E and in M; every normalizable free solution of the Maxwell equations in M extends uniquely to a solution in all of E, of the same conformally invariant norm and, conversely, in extension of the corresponding geometrical result cited above. Mathematical analysis shows that for a localized photon, the Einstein energy is not observationally distinguishable from the suitably scaled Minkowski energy. Now, there is a natural unique length scale in E based on the radius of space S3 as the third fundamental unit, besides c and A, required for fundamental physics (or equivalently on the minimal Einstein energy of a free photon, which is 2/R in units in which h = c = 1). In M, however, this requisite unit is entirely conventional.
Local observational agreement of the Einstein and Minkowski energies is attainable by suitable choice of the fundamental unit of length in M but is limited to the immediate vicinity of the point of observation. In particular, there is no fixed relative scale that is applicable over a cosmic time period. The Einstein and Minkowski times define the same serial order of events, but they are nonlinearly related and define quite different notions of duration on a cosmic scale.
All of Minkowski time, from -00 to +00, is included in a finite Einstein time inverval of duration 21r. The two times cannot be synchronized throughout an historical period of cosmic duration, such as the time of flight of a photon emitted from an extragalactic source, but only at a particular instant.
The Geometrical Effect of Einstein Time Evolution
Einstein time evolution of duration s, say Ts, may be expressed in Minkowski coordinates as follows. The action of T, on E is to carry the point at time t and space position indicated by the matrix V in SU (2) Astronomy: Segal local Minkowski coordinates x. near a given point are not observed in individual elementary particle observations. They appear as derived quantities that are canonically and covariantly defined by complementarity to the energymomentum vector. Thus xo is defined at the most fundamental level as the coordinate such that Ho represents the action of a/axo on the field in question.
The treatment of the redshift given here makes essential use of the localized character of the photons emitted from discrete sources. The Hilbert space formalism is of a more fundamental character and is generally applicable. A photon of wave function T has the wave function e-i'HT after time t and has corresponding expected Minkowski energy (Hoe-itHT, e-itHT), assuming that T is of unit norm. Thus, if T is an eigenstate of the Einstein hamiltonian, it is not redshifted at all. I thank Z. Zhou for permission to quote joint work according to which photon states with suitably restricted energy spectra necessarily have nonlocal spatial support. There appears to be no observational basis for the exclusion of the physical reality of such states, and the puzzling energetics of t-ray bursts (see, e.g., ref. 41 ) would appear more intelligible if they originate in regions of much larger spatial extent than a galaxy, by virtue of a lesser attenuation of relativistic energy with distance. The geometric redshift derivation also appears inadequate for the determination of a small line broadening effect implied by the Hilbert space formalism.
